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• We’ll introduce DS2, what it is and what it can do for you.

• Highlight the ways in which DS2 is similar to DATA Step.

• Talk about the ways that DS2 extends the DATA Step.

• Examine a simple example, comparing a DS2 implementation to
a DATA Step implementation.

• Introduce an example of the type of real world business problem
that can be addressed using DS2.

Objectives



• We recently purchased Base SAS and we’re slowly migrating
our processes to SAS from an Oracle PL/SQL environment.

• I had heard that SAS was a great tool for working with data, but I
quickly became frustrated with my ability to write structured,
procedural code. I wanted to be as effective as I was in PL/SQL.

• I took a few training classes. They were good, but no one was
teaching much about writing “good” code.

• So I started researching, looking for best practices….

How this talk came to be…



• Paper 227-2012 “Executing a PROC from a DATA Step”
Jason Secosky, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC

• Through just the right combination of DATA Step, FCMP, Macro
and Proc SQL I could achieve my two goals of:

 Being able to write structured/modular code for ease of design and
maintenance.

 And, being able to write procedural code where I was in full control. I was
no longer limited in the type of problems that I could solve.

And what I found was…



• While I found that this approach worked…

 It was more cumbersome than it should have been.
 I found that executing a Run_Macro from within a FCMP function didn’t

provide very good performance.

…and then I discovered DS2!

But…



• “DS2 is a new SAS proprietary programming language that is
appropriate for advanced data manipulation.”

• “DS2 is the intersection of SAS DATA Step and ANSI SQL:1999”

• “DS2 is included with Base SAS.”

• “DS2, the last language you will ever learn.”
- Paul Kent VP, SAS Platform R&D

What is DS2?



• Much of DS2 is very similar to DATA Step, so you can leverage what
you already know.

• Some of the core features that DS2 shares with the DATA step include:

 SAS statements such as SET, BY, RETAIN, PUT, OUTPUT, DO, IF-
THEN/ELSE, and others

 the implicit loop of the SET statement

 the implicit declaration of global variables

 ability to call SAS functions and formats

DS2 shares core features with the 
DATA Step



• DS2 extends far beyond the DATA Step by:

 enabling SQL in the SET statement

 in-database execution

 supporting new data types such as INTEGER and VARCHAR

 adding user-defined methods and packages

 providing variable scoping

 enabling parallel execution of entire programs through threading

DS2 extends the DATA Step



• What’s fundamentally different about DS2 is that it’s based on
object-oriented concepts.

 You’re going to notice the word method a lot
- method init();
- method run();
- method term();

 You’re going to be using objects (like hashes and threads)
and you’re going to be setting their properties and accessing
their methods with DOT notation.

What does DS2 look like?



data new;
retain min;
keep min;
if _n_=1 then min=9999;
set sasdata.class end=last;
if weight<min then min=weight;
if last then output;

run;
proc print data=new;
run;

DATA Step vs. DS2



proc ds2;
data;

dcl double min;
Retain min; keep min;
method init();

min=9999;
end;
method run();

set sasdata.class;
if weight<min then min=weight;

end;
method term();

output;
end;

run;
quit;

DS2



• In processes that currently require large data movement.
Basically DS2 takes the code to the data vs. the data to the
code.

• Anywhere you have a complex process that could benefit from
structured code.

• Anywhere you need to maintain consistency with the data types
in your source database.

Where will you see the most benefit 
from DS2?



• Base SAS
• SAS High Performance Grid
• In-database (SAS In-Database Code Accelerator)
• High-Performance Analytics Server
• SAS In-Memory Analytics

Basically, SAS sees DS2 as the future.

Where can I run DS2 Programs?



• During the lending process assets are taken as collateral
(security) on loans.

• Often an asset has value in excess of the value required to
secure the loan.

• In this situation, the customer can use this asset to secure future
loans and the asset value now available for collateral purposes
is the original asset value minus the Prior Charge used to secure
the first loan.

• Often assets are sufficiently valuable that this process can be
repeated many times.

The business need  - calculating 
prior charges on collateral assets. 



Given the following ordered table containing one row for each
Loan/Asset combination used in the approval process:

Loan# Loan_Amount Asset_ID Asset_Value Prior_Charge

1 $100,000 1 $700,000 _
2 $1,000,000 1 $700,000 _
2 $1,000,000 2 $600,000 _
3 $20,000 2 $600,000 _

The programming challenge



Determine the prior charge on each asset at the time of
approval:

Loan# Loan_Amount Asset_ID Asset_Value Prior_Charge

1 $100,000 1 $700,000 0
2 $1,000,000 1 $700,000 $100,000
2 $1,000,000 2 $600,000 0
3 $20,000 2 $600,000 $500,000

The programming challenge



For each Loan/Asset row
If this is the first row for this loan

Calculate the Total Asset Value Available for the loan (TAVA)
as Select sum(asset_value – prior_charge) group by loan#

Calculate the asset value available for this asset (AVA)
as Select (asset_value – prior_charge) for this asset

Calculate the prorated collateral allocation for this asset as
loan_amount * (AVA/TAVA)  and add this to the prior_charge amount
for this asset

Algorithm (simplified)



For each Loan, Asset row

If this is the first row for this loan
“lookup” the Total Asset Value Available for the loan (TAVA)

“Lookup” the asset value available for this asset (AVA)

Calculate the prorated collateral allocation for this asset

Algorithm (very simplified)



• We’ve introduce DS2, what it is and what it can do for you.

• Highlighted the ways in which DS2 is similar to DATA Step.

• Talked about the ways that DS2 extends the DATA Step.

• Examined a simple example, comparing a DS2 implementation to a
DATA Step implementation.

• Introduced an example of the type of real world business problem that
can be addressed using DS2.

Summary
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